Maytrix® LAN
Racking
System

Maytrix LAN Racking System — All Systems Go
Easy to expand, easy to afford.
Rugged, yet flexible, Maytrix® is the ideal modular support system
for organizing local area networks, communications, and monitoring
equipment. The simple “building block” design allows organizations to easily
specify, add, and reconfigure components as needed. Start with heavy-duty
steel frames, available in three heights, and add shelves, worksurfaces, and
storage units as needed. Or choose from three preconfigured LAN stations
that meet a variety of system needs.
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Work on the safe side.
1. Static-safe features provide
assurances.

The ESD protective work surface option
provides a static safe work area by
providing an electrical path to ground. It
assures safety of personnel when handling
electrical items on the surface.

2. Well grounded features support
safety.
24” BASIC LAN STATION

simple

In addition to the easy “building block”
design, Mayline® makes choosing Maytrix
even easier with three preconfigured LAN
stations to meet a variety of system needs.
Choose from typical stations in either 24”W,
48” W, or 72”W, and all ship complete in a
single carton.

harmonious

Create a “systems” office look with optional
fabric panels and surface options that
include thermally fused laminate, highpressure laminate, and ESD laminate.

Solid brass flush-mount terminals
are designed to ensure an intimate,
permanent, and reliable connection
between the ESD protective work surface
and earth ground.

3. Well connected features protect
workers.
The solid brass grounding jack, bananajack receiver rotates while maintaining a
constant connection with the ground to
assure personnel protection.

48” CONSOLE TYPICAL

4. Strength and performance to
count on.

Maytrix features 11-guage steel-welded
construction. Individual frames support
up to 800 lbs. each. Frames bolt together
to expand capacity and are also slotted
in 1” increments for easy shelf and
workstation configurations.

5. Features and options for a highly
organized system.

72” DELUXE TYPICAL STATION

CPU floor shelves include glides or casters.
Extensive cable management and storage
options are available.
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